Ensemble forecasting of potential habitat for three invasive fishes
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Abstract
Aquatic invasive species pose major ecological and economic threats to aquatic ecosystems worldwide via displacement, predation, or hybridization with native species and the alteration of aquatic habitats and hydrologic cycles. Modeling the habitat suitability of alien aquatic species through spatially explicit mapping is an increasingly important risk assessment tool. Habitat modeling also facilitates identification of key environmental predictor variables influencing invasive species distributions. We compared four modeling methods to predict the potential continental United States distributions of northern snakehead Channa argus (Cantor, 1842), round goby Neogobius melanostomus (Pallas, 1814), and silver carp Hypophthalmichthys molitrix (Valenciennes, 1844) using maximum entropy (Maxent), the genetic algorithm for rule set production (GARP), DOMAIN, and support vector machines (SVM). We used inventory records from the USGS Nonindigenous Aquatic Species Database and a geographic information system of 20 climatic and environmental variables to generate individual and ensemble distribution maps for each species. The ensemble maps from our study performed as well as or better than all of the individual models except Maxent. The ensemble and Maxent models produced significantly higher accuracy individual maps than GARP, one-class SVMs, or DOMAIN. The key environmental predictor variables in the individual models were consistent with the tolerances of each species. Results from this study provide insights into which locations and environmental conditions may promote the future spread of invasive fish in the US.
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Introduction
Aquatic invasive species pose major ecological and economic threats to lakes and waterways worldwide through the displacement of native species and the alteration of hydrologic cycles (Wilcove et al. 1998; Ricciardi and Maclsaac 2000; Pimentel et al. 2005). Early detection and prevention of species’ invasion are paramount for maintaining the ecological integrity of uninvaded habitats (Simberloff 2003; Vander Zanden and Olden 2008). Yet, forecasting the future spread of nonindigenous species to new locations remains difficult due to the complex interactions among exotics, natives, humans, and local environmental conditions (Ricciardi and Rasmussen 1998; Rejmánek 2000; Moles et al. 2008).

Predicting invasive species establishment and spread is an essential component of developing management guidelines for early detection and eradication. Species distribution modeling (SDM) offers a method for generating spatially explicit information for prioritizing invasive species management by identifying potential invasive habitat. Recent advances in geographic information systems (GIS), data mining methods, and data availability have led to the proliferation of a wide array of SDM approaches. The majority of SDM methods rely on the concept of the fundamental niche (Grinnell 1917), or the constraints of a species range, as a means of estimating a species’ potential distribution given a limited number of known occurrences. SDM models use empirical data to describe and predict species distributions through statistical examination of the species–environment relationship (Guisan and Zimmermann 2000; Guisan and Thuiller 2005).

The performance of individual SDMs varies widely among methods and species (Elith et al. 2006; Marmion et al. 2009; Diniz-Filho et al. 2009). Consensus methods that integrate multiple individual models provide robust
estimates of potential species’ distributions (Araújo and New 2007; Marmion et al. 2009). Ensemble maps that highlight areas of agreement among model predictions offer a way to reduce the uncertainty of basing management activities on solely one SDM model. However, the degree to which ensemble models outperform individual SDM models is still widely debated (Marmion et al. 2009; Stohlgren et al. 2010). Nor has the ensemble approach been widely applied to mapping the potential habitat of invasive species (but see Roura-Pascual et al. 2009; Stohlgren et al. 2010).

Our goal was to explore the utility of the ensemble mapping approach for modeling the potential habitat of three high-profile fish invaders across the continental United States including the northern snakehead *Channa argus* (Cantor, 1842), round goby *Neogobius melanostomus* (Pallas, 1814), and silver carp *Hypophthalmichthys molitrix* (Valenciennes, 1844). We compared four individual SDM methods including maximum entropy (Maxent; Phillips et al. 2006; Phillips and Dudík 2008), DOMAIN; Carpenter et al. 1993), the genetic algorithm for rule-set production (GARP; Stockwell and Noble 1992; Stockwell and Peters 1999), one-class support vector machines (SVM; Scholkopf et al. 2001; Guo et al. 2005) and an ensemble model (Stohlgren et al. 2010) to estimate the potential distribution of each of the species in our study. Our specific objectives included: 1) identifying regions with a high risk of invasion, and 2) describing the environmental settings that were most susceptible to fish invasion.

Species accounts

The northern snakehead is native to rivers of eastern China, southern Siberia, and Korea (Courtenay and Williams 2004). It is an air breathing piscivorous fish that can survive for up to four days out of water. Their temperature tolerance ranges from 0 to over 30°C and they can survive under ice (Okada 1960; Courtenay and Williams 2004). Snakeheads prefer stagnant shallow ponds, swamps and rivers with muddy substrates and emergent vegetation (Dukravets and Machulin 1978; Dukravets 1992). The northern snakehead is a prominent aquaculture species in China where it is grown in ponds, rice paddies, and reservoirs (Atkinson 1977; Sifa and Senlin 1995). The species was most likely introduced into the United States through live-food fish markets (Courtenay and Williams 2004).

Silver carp is a large-bodied filter-feeder native to large rivers, and warm water lakes, ponds and backwaters that flood frequently in subtropical and temperate Asia (Kolar et al. 2005). Silver carp requires rivers that are large and long enough for eggs to drift downstream for several days before they hatch (Schofield et al. 2005). Silver carp are frequently associated with eutrophic open areas of standing or slow-flowing water (Rasmussen 2002) in the upper and middle layers of the water column in both their native and introduced ranges (Kolar et al. 2005). Silver carp are adapted to a wide range of temperatures (16–40°C), although their optimal range falls between 26–33.5°C (Opuszynksi et al. 1989). The species was intentionally introduced into the southern United States for eutrophication control in lakes, reservoirs, and sewage treatment facilities (Williamson and Garvey 2004; Kolar et al. 2005). They subsequently escaped and established breeding populations throughout much of the Mississippi basin after major flooding events.

The round goby is a small benthic fish native to the Black and Caspian Seas of Eastern Europe (Charlebois et al. 2001). Round gobies feed primarily on arthropods as juveniles, but they shift feeding to mollusks in adulthood (Jude and DeBoe 1996; French and Jude 2001; Carman et al. 2006). They feed principally on zebra mussels (*Dreissena polymorpha* Pallas, 1771) in both their native and introduced habitats. Round gobies are euryhaline and tolerant of low dissolved oxygen content and a wide range of temperatures (-1–30°C) (Moskal’kova 1996; Weimer and Keppner 2000). This species occupies a variety of habitats including coarse gravel, shell, and sandy inshores in its native range, but prefers cobble substrates within its introduced range in the United States (Charlebois et al. 1997; Ray and Corkum 2001). Initial round goby records in the Great Lakes were in harbor locations experiencing heavy inter-lake and international shipping, suggesting that the introduction of this species occurred from discharged ship ballast water (Jude and Smith 1992). The species spread prolifically after introduction due to its aggressive behavior, ability to spawn repeatedly throughout the spring and summer, and parental care by males (Charlebois et al. 1997; MacInnis and Corkum 2000).
Methods

Species distribution data

We used spatial species occurrence data from the Nonindigenous Aquatic Species Database (NAS 2011) for silver carp \( (n = 270) \), round goby \( (n = 639) \), and northern snakehead \( (n = 189) \). Presence data included observations from 1993 to 2010 for round goby, from 1975 to 2010 for silver carp, and from 2002 to 2010 for northern snakehead. While the NAS database maintains distribution information from across the United States for over 1000 aquatic species outside their native ranges, we chose these species because they represented aggressive invaders with more than 100 occurrence records in the database. NAS data were derived from a range of sources including literature, museum specimens, monitoring programs, state and federal agencies, and individual observation reports. The NAS database harbors the most complete record of nonindigenous aquatic invaders for the United States, however sources some potential sampling bias may have existed in our datasets due to species inventories that were close to roads, population centers, and universities.

Environmental data

We derived a set of 20 raster-based climatic, topographic, and spectral habitat predictor variables from a range of raster data providers (Table 1) to explore the environmental influences on species distribution patterns across the continental United States. We chose these candidate environmental predictors based on their relevance to riparian systems and their biological influences on the fish in this study. Grids were clipped to the extent of the USGS hydrography dataset to avoid modeling fish distributions outside riparian areas (USGS 2003). We also resampled each grid to 1 km from its native spatial resolution, which ranged from 30 m to 1 km using ArcMap v9.3 (ESRI 2008). We chose this resolution based on our intent to model national-scale species distributions and because it was the coarsest native resolution of any dataset.

The entire dataset of raster predictor variables was reduced through pairwise evaluation for each species to reduce multicollinearity among the predictors as suggested by Elith et al. (2010). We followed methods outlined by Stohlgren et al. (2010) which used the correlation matrix as a means of identifying highly correlated pairs of habitat predictors \( (r > 0.7) \). For correlated pairs, we removed the less interpretable predictor variable which reduced the dataset to approximately 15 variables for each species. For example, if January minimum temperature and mean minimum temperature were highly correlated, we kept mean minimum temperature since it captured a longer record of winter temperature as a whole.

Species distribution modeling

We fit four well-known species distribution models to produce ensemble prediction maps for each species. Maximum entropy (Maxent) (Phillips et al. 2006; Phillips and Dudík 2008), DOMAIN (Carpenter et al. 1993), the open modeler implementation of the genetic algorithm for rule-set production (GARP-OM) (Anderson et al. 2003), and one-class support vector machines (SVM) (Scholkopf et al. 2001, Guo et al. 2005) were chosen for inclusion based on their good performance with presence-only data and because they differ both conceptually and statistically (Elith et al. 2006; Kelly et al. 2007).

Maxent was run using the Maxent software for species habitat modeling v3.3.3e (Phillips et al. 2006). The DOMAIN and one-class SVMs models were run in ModEco (Guo et al. 2010), and GARP-OM was run using OpenModeller Software (Muñoz et al. 2011).

Maxent uses a deterministic algorithm that finds the optimal probability distribution (potential distribution) of a species across a study area based on a set of environmental constraints. Maxent determines the best potential distribution by selecting the most uniform distribution subject to the constraint that each environmental variable in the modeled distribution matches its empirical average over the known distributional data (i.e. presence data). Maxent is sensitive to sampling biases in clustered or disparate datasets such as the ones included in this study. We followed the methods employed by Jarnevich and Reynolds (2011) to limit the spatial extent from which Maxent could select background points to locations within 50 kilometers of an existing presence record. DOMAIN is a presence-only nearest neighbor method that uses the Gower metric to estimate the environmental similarity between a site of interest and the nearest presence record in environmental space. The GARP-OM algorithm uses a set of rule types (logistic, regression, range rules, negated range rules, and atomic
Table 1. Environmental predictor variables evaluated for inclusion in the Red Shiner species distribution models, their native spatial resolution and data sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor variables</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Native spatial resolution</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Climatic variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ppt</td>
<td>mean precipitation 1980-1997</td>
<td>1 km</td>
<td>Daymet1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tmax</td>
<td>mean maximum temperature 1980-1997</td>
<td>1 km</td>
<td>Daymet1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tmin</td>
<td>mean minimum temperature 1980-1997</td>
<td>1 km</td>
<td>Daymet1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jantmin</td>
<td>mean minimum temperature of the coldest month</td>
<td>1 km</td>
<td>Daymet1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>augtmax</td>
<td>mean maximum temperature of the hottest month</td>
<td>1 km</td>
<td>Daymet1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sumprecip</td>
<td>average summer precipitation</td>
<td>1 km</td>
<td>Daymet1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>summheat</td>
<td>summer heat: mean warmest month temperature/1000</td>
<td>1 km</td>
<td>Daymet1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>annheat</td>
<td>annual heat: (mean annual temperature + 10)/mean annual precipitation/1000</td>
<td>1 km</td>
<td>Daymet1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ppt</td>
<td>mean annual precipitation</td>
<td>1 km</td>
<td>Daymet1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remotely sensed variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDVI</td>
<td>MODIS Normalized Difference Vegetation Index</td>
<td>500 m</td>
<td>MODIS2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAI</td>
<td>MODIS July Leaf Area Index</td>
<td>500 m</td>
<td>MODIS2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>topographic and environmental variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elevation</td>
<td>elevation in meters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% flat</td>
<td>percent flat elevation in watershed</td>
<td>30 m</td>
<td>National Hydrography Dataset3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flow accumulation</td>
<td>flow accumulation from ArcHydro extension of ArcGIS</td>
<td>30 m</td>
<td>National Hydrography Dataset3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>watershed slope</td>
<td>slope of the watershed in degrees</td>
<td>30 m</td>
<td>National Hydrography Dataset3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>downslope</td>
<td>calculated as the difference between a cell’s elevation in meters and the lowest elevation</td>
<td>30 m</td>
<td>National Hydrography Dataset3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elevation change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sand (%)</td>
<td>percent sand in soil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stream power</td>
<td>erosion power of overland flow measured as the area of the catchment area multiplied by the tangent of the slope calculated using Whitebox Geospatial Analysis Tools (Lindsay 2009)</td>
<td>30 m</td>
<td>National Hydrography Dataset3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>index</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upslope neigh</td>
<td>number of upslope neighbors</td>
<td>30 m</td>
<td>National Hydrography Dataset3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sed trans</td>
<td>sediment transport capacity index (Moore and Burch 1986)</td>
<td>30 m</td>
<td>National Hydrography Dataset3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseflow</td>
<td>baseflow index grid from USGS stream guages, expressed as percentage of baseflow relative to total flow</td>
<td>30 m</td>
<td>USGS4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data sources:
1Daymet: http://www.daymet.org
2MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) vegetation Indices: http://mrtweb.cr.usgs.gov
3National Hydrography Dataset: http://www.horizon-systems.com/nhdplus

rules), or if-then statements that describe a species’ niche. It operates by scanning broadly across the environmental space and iteratively refines solutions that show high optimization values to produce a prediction map. We used the Open Modeller best subsets implementation of the algorithm and ran 100 replicate models with a convergence limit of 0.01. The final model resulted from a summation of the top 10 of the 100 model runs. One-class SVMs are an adaptation of traditional two-class SVMs that seek to partition multidimensional data using kernel-based hyperplanes. The one-class algorithm essentially maps the presence data into a feature space using a kernel density function and then separates the mapped vectors from the origin (the original member of the absence class).

We ran each model by randomly dividing our data into training and validation datasets comprising 70% and 30% of each dataset, respectively. We produced the final individual models by including only those predictor variables that explained >1% of the model
Table 2. The area under the curve (AUC) values for each species and model type calculated using the ROC calculator by Eng (2006).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>species</th>
<th>model</th>
<th>AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silver carp</td>
<td>ensemble</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MaxEnt</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GARP</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DOMAIN</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round goby</td>
<td>ensemble</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MaxEnt</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GARP</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DOMAIN</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern snakehead</td>
<td>ensemble</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MaxEnt</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GARP</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DOMAIN</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Accuracy (area under the curve, AUC) comparisons among the different modeling methods used in the study. Models differ significantly according to a one-way ANOVA. Significant pairwise differences in performance are shown in lower case letters from Tukey’s Pairwise comparisons.

Results

Model performance

All of the individual habitat suitability models reached AUC values above 0.7 (Table 2), indicating good overall prediction accuracy. The individual and ensemble model accuracies differed significantly ($P < 0.0001$) (Figure 1). The Maxent models consistently reached AUC values above 0.9 for all species. Maxent displayed significantly superior performance over all other individual models. GARP was the second highest performing model, reaching AUC values above 0.9 for all species except round goby (AUC = 0.82). However, it did not perform significantly better than DOMAIN. The DOMAIN and SVM models were the poorest performing algorithms in this study (AUC values ranging from 0.73 to 0.86).
The individual habitat suitability maps varied considerably by species and by algorithm (Figure 2). Maxent was the most conservative model (i.e., it produced a smaller area of suitable habitat), followed in order by GARP, DOMAIN, and SVM. Maxent tended to restrict the predicted habitat to locations close to existing presence records, while SVM projected the potential habitat of all species across much of the United States. Differences among these models in the number of predicted habitat pixels followed the individual model predictive performance noted in Table 2. More conservative models like Maxent and GARP displayed higher predictive performance, while models that predicted more extensive habitat areas including DOMAIN and SVM resulted in acceptable, but lower accuracy maps.

The ensemble models demonstrated high prediction accuracy (AUC 0.93–0.99) that surpassed all of the individual models except Maxent (Table 2; Figures 3–5). The silver carp
Figure 3. Ensemble Map for silver carp. Ensemble values were calculated using a weighted summation approach where each model was weighted by its performance and then summed together. Values range from 0-4.

Figure 4. Ensemble Map for round goby. Ensemble values were calculated using a weighted summation approach where each model was weighted by its performance and then summed together. Values range from 0-4.

Figure 5. Ensemble Map for northern snakehead. Ensemble values were calculated using a weighted summation approach where each model was weighted by its performance and then summed together. Values range from 0-4.
ensemble model predicted that it was capable of spreading beyond its current distribution in the Mississippi watershed to the Ohio River and the eastern United States. All four of the round goby models suggested that this species could spread to portions of New England and to inland rivers surrounding its present distribution in the Great Lakes. Three of the four models (GARP, DOMAIN, and SVM) also indicated that the majority of the upper Midwest represented potential round goby habitat. The snakehead ensemble model demonstrated high agreement across the northeastern United States. The ensemble map suggested that this species could spread to portions of the southeastern United States including the Mississippi River system.

Environmental influences on potential habitat

We used the Maxent output to explore how the environmental variables shaped species distribution patterns. We chose Maxent for evaluating the influence of the environmental predictors on fish habitat since it was the highest performing individual model in this study, and because it was the only algorithm we used that evaluated species’ responses to the environmental predictors.

Elevation, percent sand, the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), and baseflow were the main variables influencing potential silver carp habitat (Figure 6). Elevation contributed 27.5% to the model followed by percent sand (15%), NDVI (10.3%), and baseflow (10%). The silver carp species response curves suggested that it could invade elevations near 100 m that had slow-flowing water, low sand content, and little vegetative cover.

Round goby habitat was restricted to sites with maximum air temperatures ranging from 13 to 15°C (northerly latitudes) with intermediate precipitation (Figure 7). High leaf area index (LAI) was another indicator of round goby habitat, which suggested that rivers with dense forest canopy cover and sites within 1 km of forested shorelines at high latitudes were most susceptible to round goby colonization. Slope, mean minimum air temperature, and annual heat (mean annual air temperature: mean precipitation) were other minor round goby predictors. Mean maximum air temperature contributed 29% to the model, followed by LAI (17.9%), precipitation (13.9%), slope (6.4%), mean minimum air temperature (5.8%), and annual heat (5.5%).

Northern snakehead habitats were characterized by low elevation, slow-flowing waters with emergent vegetation (Figure 8). Snakehead habitat was also predicted across middle latitudes where maximum temperatures ranged between 18 and 20°C. High NDVI and flat watersheds were other minor predictors of snakehead habitat. Elevation contributed 36% to the northern snakehead model, followed by runoff (14%), mean maximum air temperature (9%), and NDVI (8%).

Discussion

Consensus methods

Our results illustrate the utility of the ensemble approach for modeling the potential spread of invasive fishes across the United States using multiple lines of evidence for guiding management. However, the ensemble maps in this study do not significantly outperform the individual Maxent model. So while consensus methods that combine multiple algorithms have the potential to provide more realistic species distribution simulations because they highlight areas of agreement among models and include a range of modeling techniques (Araújo and New 2007; Marmion et al. 2009; Stohlgren et al. 2010), using ensemble maps that incorporate lower fidelity SDMs (i.e. DOMAIN and SVM) may be less desirable than basing management on a single, high-performing model.

Moreover, the Maxent modeling approach is the only method that provides key information about the environmental tolerances of the fishes in our study that can be used for protecting susceptible habitats from future invasion. The potential habitats of our study species are consistent with their site preferences within both the species’ native and invaded ranges. All of the fishes in our study demonstrate high tolerance to extreme habitats (i.e. stagnant, turbid waters), which is a typical characteristic of successful alien invaders (Kolar and Lodge 2002; Sakai et al. 2001).

Northern snakehead

The ensemble forecast for the northern snakehead predicts its highest likelihood occurrence around population centers on the mid and northeast Atlantic slope which are areas likely to have human populations that traditionally
Ensemble forecasting of potential habitat for three invasive fishes

**Figure 6.** Environmental response curves for variables contributing greater than 10% to the silver carp model.

**Figure 7.** Environmental response curve for variables contributing greater than 10% to the round goby model.

**Figure 8.** Environmental response curves for variables contributing greater than 10% to the northern snakehead model.
use northern snakeheads as a protein source (Courtenay and Williams 2004). Our model predictions are consistent with northern snakehead preference of shallow waters along stagnant channel margins and embayments with submersed or floating aquatic vegetation (Courtenay and Williams 2004; Odenkirk and Owens 2005). Middle latitudes (maximum air temperatures of 18–20°C) in the United States are also susceptible to northern snakehead invasion, which matches the latitudinal range of its native distribution in China.

The prediction map indicates that this species could also spread to warmer parts of the southeastern United States and Florida. Although other, more tropical snakehead species maintain reproductive populations in the southeastern United States, the more temperate northern snakehead has failed to do so to date. Yet, our models suggest that this region has environmental conditions that could promote the success of this species with repeated future introductions.

Silver carp

The Silver carp model predictions are consistent with this species’ preference of disturbed sites with slow-flowing, silty waters like those in shallow channel borders and inland side channels with low dissolved oxygen content (De Grandchamp 2006). However, the movement of this species into new regions may be limited by silver carp reproductive tolerances and food availability. Risk assessment based on temperature, food, and predators suggests that silver carp spread may be limited to waters that are warmer than 12°C and have sufficient phytoplankton food sources (Cooke et al. 2009; G. R. Smith, personal communication, July 2010).

The northern snakehead and silver carp ensemble maps improve upon prior predictive maps by Herborg et al. (2007) and Chen et al. (2007) use a limited suite of climatic predictors and generally report lower AUC values.

These results differ from Herborg et al. (2007) who identify thermal tolerance as the major factor influencing the potential spread of snakeheads and carp. Our inclusion of a wide range of environmental parameters well beyond the limited climatic and topographic data used by Herborg et al. (2007) may have allowed us to identify other key silver carp habitat requirements. While Kolar and Lodge (2001) suggest that the Great Lakes Region was not susceptible to invasion by silver carp, our ensemble map, those of Mandrak and Cudmore (2004), Herborg et al. (2007) and Chen et al. (2007) and recently documented carp spread into the Mississippi and Illinois Rivers demonstrate the vulnerability of these region to silver carp spread. The risk of silver carp invasion into this region could have major impacts on the $7.1 billion dollar sport-fishing and tourism industries, especially in light of the dangers associated with angler collisions with jumping silver carp from boat motor noise and the potential negative effects on the food web by a large planktivorous fish (Ricciardi 2001). Tactics for preventing the spread of silver carp from the Illinois River and Lake Michigan shipping canals northward into the Great Lakes are costly and widely debated, e.g., $18 million electric fish barriers, closure of the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal, and banning importation of live food fish and bait fish. Preventative strategies include the establishment of several electroshock barriers and proposed lock closures of the Chicago and Sanitary Ship Canal (Brammeier et al. 2008, Hansen 2010). However, Silver Carp may not spread to the main waters of the Great Lakes because over 99% of the waters are too cold (colder than 12°C) and may have insufficient food due to zebra and quagga mussel consumption of plankton (Cooke et al. 2009; G. R. Smith, personal communication, July 2010).

Moreover, if they do establish in the shallow littoral zone of the southern Great Lakes, they will encounter more species of large predators than these carp have ever encountered, anywhere in the world.

Round goby

Round goby is a denizen of large cold water lakes and rivers in its native habitat and it is
predicted to spread to similar environments within the United States. Round goby has the potential to move from the Great Lakes to surrounding Midwestern tributaries and lakes. Although the Maxent round goby model shows that its spread may be limited to locations with high precipitation and maximum air temperatures below 15°C (i.e., higher latitudes), the ensemble map indicates that round goby could spread across much of the Midwestern United States via the Illinois and Missouri Rivers, and to parts of New England including the Connecticut River. Moreover, its thermal threshold represents its lower limit meaning that it could move northward into Canadian tributaries of the Great Lakes Region. Its dependence as an adult on freshwater mollusks may limit its spread to areas where there are abundant food sources. However, the rapid spread of zebra and quagga Mussels across the United States means that there is abundant food for this species in many waterways (Drake and Bossenbroek 2004; Carman et al. 2006; Stokstad 2007).

In their native range, Round Gobies occur predominantly in large lakes and they are often associated with rooted aquatic macrophytes (Ray and Corkum 2001). However, recent collection data show that the gobies commonly occur without rooted macrophytes along the western edge of Lake Michigan or in large closed-canopy tributaries to the Great Lakes (Chernoff, pers. obs., July 2006), which may explain the importance of LAI as a predictor of round goby habitat. This is another instance of the well-documented characteristics of invader species that they have the ability to rapidly and repeatedly adapt to newly colonized environments (e.g., Lee 1999).

Caveats

Although our habitat suitability models performed well, the model error highlights the limitations of our approach for extrapolating species distributions geographically and the difficulties associated with reducing ecological processes to numerical models. Additional model evaluation using independent data or map validation over time could improve map reliability.

Risk management and decision support

Predicting the potential occurrence of exotic invaders is a useful tool for resource managers, especially in national parks, fish and wildlife refuges, and for areas having high aquatic biodiversity or high imperilment. Organizations like the Nonindigenous Aquatic Species Alert System, the Invasive Plant Atlas of New England, the Global Invasive Species Database, and the National Invasive Species Information Center provide key resources for rapid response and early mitigation of invasive threats. The current National Invasive Species Management Plan (NISC 2008) acknowledges the value of predictive mapping as a decision support tool for stopping the spread of alien species by identifying high risk habitats for focusing spread prevention efforts. Prohibiting the sale of invasive fishes as live food or bait in highly susceptible areas is one potentially effective method for reducing the risk of new introductions to sensitive habitats (Keller and Lodge 2007). Mitigating the risk of spread through interconnected waterways by establishing electrical or physical barriers is another potential, albeit contentious way of reducing the risk of future invasive spread. While commerce remains a top policy priority for lawmakers (NISC 2008), restricting the movement of known aggressive invaders in highly vulnerable regions could protect uninvaded habitats from experiencing major shifts in ecosystem structure as a result of new species introductions.

Developing abundance-based models for these invaders would build upon this research by identifying locations that are vulnerable to the proliferation of round goby, silver carp, and northern snakehead. Such maps would provide a higher level of decision support to managers by pinpointing areas that are likely to host high numbers of invaders in the future. Other models that predict the rate of spread or the leading edge of invasion could similarly offer insights into the direction of the invasion front to bolster rapid response measures.
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